
HOW TO WIN GRANTS
FOR YOUR NONPROFIT

H o w  T o  G u i d e

GRANT READINESS

Make sure your nonprofit is qualified to apply
and ready to administer a grant.

 
Gather required documents such as your

501c3 determination letter, audited financial
statements, annual reports, and demographics

and other relevant characteristics of people
served.

WRITING THE 
PROPOSAL

THE BUDGET
Make sure all your costs are covered,

including the costs of administering the
grant. Ensure all inputs in the logic model

are reflected in the budget and are
reasonable. 

 
Be transparent - don't round off your

numbers or use "other" or "miscellaneous"
categories. Know what your funder will

and won't fund. 
 

And finally, edit, edit, edit. Make sure your
budget adds up. Double-check your math.

PUTTING IT ALL TOGETHER
Funders are looking to get the biggest impact

possible for their dollars. A winning grant
proposal will have SMART outcomes and

concrete strategies to collect data and report
on those outcomes. How are you collecting

your data? Siloed spreadsheets?
 

Our imPowr platform brings data together in
a single, integrated database to give you a 360
degree view of your organization. imPowr can
also provide streamlined dashboards, showing

just the information you need.  
 
 

To learn more about the imPowr platform,
 visit continualcaresolutions.com.

Proving impact through data.

Continual Care Solutions

ASSEMBLE YOUR TEAM

To successfully write and administer you will
need the following expertise on your team:

-a program/population served expert
-finance/budgeting skills

-a good writer
-project manager

FINDING FUNDERS FOR 
YOUR PROGRAM

Grant research is one of the most important
aspects of a successful grant program!

 
Find potential funders online, at your local
library, and keep detailed notes! ImPowr's
Grant Module can help you manage all the

important information.

PROGRAM PLANNING

With your team, complete a logic model -
which will fully map out your program and
provide the basis for all your answers in a

grant application. 
 

Start by writing outcomes, which are the
changes your program will affect in your

target population! Make sure they are SMART
- specific, measurable, action-oriented,

realistic and timed  

CLUTTER IS THE DISEASE OF
AMERICAN WRITING.

 
- WILLIAM ZINSSER
ON WRITING WELL

 
Nonprofits love their jargon! Make sure you

are writing for a reader that is well-
educated but that doesn't necessarily have

deep knowledge of your field. 
 

Ensure that your proposal has correct
spelling, word usage, & formatting; it is clear

& easy to understand; and accurate.

WRITE A GRANT
Step 1: Read all instructions & then follow

them! 
 

Also, before you begin writing, have a
good understanding of what's important

to the funder and the language they use -
using a cookie cutter proposal that you

copy and paste into different applications
may save time, but it won't win grants.

EDIT, EDIT, EDIT

WRITE A GRANT
Step 2: Use your program plan and the

funder's application to craft a compelling
case for funding. Answer all questions

thoroughly & concisely, but don't forget to
be persuasive! Tell the story of your agency

and program.
 

Use data and quantify your agency and
program's impact whenever possible.


